SPILL CONTAINMENT BARRIERS
KEEP YOUR PEOPLE, YOUR FACILITY AND THE ENVIRONMENT SAFE BY KEEPING INDUSTRIAL SPILLS IN CHECK

Spill containment barriers from PS Flood Barriers™ are excellent for industrial applications where spills can become a hazard. Our bottom hinge barriers, plank systems and pedestrian doors are custom designed to prevent water, chemical spills or sprinkler releases from spreading throughout your facility or harming the environment.

BOTTOM HINGE BARRIER

- **Powerful Spill Protection** – The barrier is automatically triggered by a spill and quickly pivots up to protect your facility. It’s always in place and can even be connected to your existing alarm system.
- **Convenient Storage** – This door self-stores within a floor surface, allowing personnel or vehicles to use the opening while the barrier is not deployed.

PLANK SYSTEM

- **Quick And Easy Installation** – Using a convenient latch system, 6” planks are stacked to create a liquid-resistant barrier that can be deployed by a single individual.
- **Versatile Operation** – The plank system can stay in place or be removed and stored if a walkway is needed for personnel or vehicle traffic.

PD-520 PEDESTRIAN DOOR

- **24-Hour Protection** – Always in place, this door provides passive spill containment while still acting as a normal-use pedestrian door.
- **Convenient Installation** – Whether you need a single or paired configuration, the door ships ready to install and is available in mild or stainless steel construction.